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TANGIBLE HISTORY AT OUR FINGERTIPS
Having been the resident Digital Image
Producer here at the HCFI for the past four
years, I’ve had a lot of history pass through
my hands – and before my eyes. After inventorying, filing, scanning, editing, and creating
PDF files of well over one million pages of
periodicals, magazines, brochures, service and
parts manuals, and sales catalogs spanning the
entire history of the automobile, you can imagine some of the fascinating things I’ve come
across.
I suppose the most intriguing things I find
on a daily basis are the advertisements. Some
of the oldest ads were downright misleading;
boasting impossible claims and ‘miraculous
cures’ to the automotive problems plaguing
mechanics and the everyman alike. It’s amazing how much they got away with back then.
However, some of the more reputable names
from way back then are just as familiar today
– Firestone, Eveready, Goodyear – even
Bausch & Lomb (who were apparently making magnifying lenses for automotive lamps
even before electricity was introduced to the
automobile). Still, despite changes in how the
printed word has been delivered to us over the
years, the advertisements really haven’t
changed all that much – with the exception of
‘full disclosure’, of course.
For the most part, I haven’t had the luxury of lingering on any particular subject or
article for more than a couple seconds, but
truth be told, I have on occasion stopped to
look over some event that had not only a significant historical impact on the auto industry,
but also on our collective consciousness as a
country - a country then still in its adolescence, struggling with growing pains such as
war, economic turmoil, and dynamic leaps in
engineering and innovation. Some of the
things I’ve read about and imagining how
much they must have inspired people were the
Wright Brothers first flight, the first steam and
gasoline-powered vehicles, the first Model T
off the assembly line, the first car and driver
to pass 100mph, and the first Indy Race, just

to name a few – all in actual period accurate literature.
All of these milestones aided in the
development of the auto industry in
America – even while it navigated
around pitfalls such as politics, the formation of unions, government regulation, industry standardization, patent
infringements, and labor disputes. Many
things shaped how the periodicals themselves were affected as well – seeing
how events like the Stock Market crash
in 1929 and our involvement in both
WWI & WW2 had major impacts on the
number of pages, ads, and articles they
contained at those critical periods in our
history. The cover art and iconic imagery that accompanied the propaganda for
both war efforts and the encouragement
of the purchase of war bonds are now
considered works of art, giving birth to
modern-day Americana.
Ironically, all of the innovations
that were occurring in the auto industry
through the years were also taking place
almost simultaneously in the aeronautical and marine industries as well –
something I was not aware of until I
began working here at the research library. In many early industry trade publications, you could see the virtually
parallel developments of the automobile, the airplane, boats and boat motors,
dirigibles and Zeppelins – and the speed
with which they were developing.
Back then, later trade publications
tended to focus on Henry Ford, the
Model T, the introduction of the moving
assembly line, and the concept of mass
production, almost totally eclipsing the
accomplishments of Charles E. and J.
Frank Duryea, even though the Duryea
Brothers basically founded the American automobile industry (the Duryea
Continue on page 3
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New Membership Level
The Board of Directors of the HCFI
have approved the Platinum Sustaining
Life Member level. This membership
provides a means to achieve life membership by making a minimum Pledge of
$2,000 per year for 5 years. Members
would receive a special lapel pin, up to
$1000 worth of Library research service
and photocopies free. Their name will be
displayed on a separate Plaque to be displayed in the Library.

Edward F. Johnson
July 21, 1927—April 21, 2012

Ed Johnson was a Charter Life
Member and Past President of the
HCFI. He passed away after a brave
battle with Parkinson’s disease.
Antique Cars were his passion. He
was a life member of the Horseless
Carriage Club of America.
Ed will be missed…
(I had many enjoyable conversations with Ed over the short time that I
have been the office manager of the
HCFI, he was always interested in
how the scanning project was progressing and what kind of new donations we have received. “Mac”)

Donations to the Library
This last quarter has been a gold
mine for book donations with 4 large
donations. Being made to the library.
The first donation was from John and
Vicki Boyd in Michigan This collection
of Coffee Table Books and car line specific books. Many of these book came
from John’s fathers’ collection. Arrived
by UPS.
The next collection came as the result
of being at a car show and supporting The
San Marcos Historical Society. One of the
other “vendors” was the high schools 4H
club who were selling drought resistant
plants. The father of one of the students
was looking thru the materials on display
and inquired if we had any technical service manuals. “Of course, we have a
number on service manuals.” His next
question was if we would be interested in
more service manuals. And the answer
was certainly… He worked in the vehicle
maintenance shops for San Diego Gas &
Electric Company and they were in the
process of closing one of their remote
vehicle repair shops. The tools and equipment had been transferred to other shops
but they had all of these old service manuals for vehicles that they no longer had
in their fleet... they even delivered them
right to the library, all 552 books. They
included factory service manuals, Mitchel
Manuals and accessories manuals.
The next donation came from Lois
Dechant and her sons. This was a collection of book that Don Dechant had gathered prior to his passing last year. Don
had some years ago, operated an auto
repair shop her in La Mesa, and was ac-

tive in Model T and A Ford clubs for many
years. He also rebuilt Starters and Generators
for Model T’s and A’s. The collection included 377 books and 265 periodicals.
The big collection which took a lot of
logistical work was the John W. Lothrop
collection. While the other collections were
local or easily shipped the Lothrop collection
was a whole different story. The initial notice came from Russ Whitney in New Hampshire by phone. He informed us that the collection had been a bequest from John Lothrop, and it was a large collection. After a
few phone calls and emails we got an inventory list with a note that the list was not up to
date, but was the latest list that they had.
There were over 2300 books listed in the
inventory. I then asked for a list of the
shelving dimensions, I got not only the
measurement but picture of the book shelves.
This was not something was could ship by
UPS. I started routing a trip from San Diego
to New Hampshire, stops were we could
get free room and board for a night along the
route and figuring the cost and time to make
such a trip; estimating the weight of such a
collection and the capacity of the truck and
trailer.
Don Sable, President of the Library
Board, made a few calls and found out Jerry
Chase was putting together a truck load of
cars to be transported to the HCCA International Tour in Colorado Spring, Colorado.
With the help of the truck driver, Rick
Spohler, they were able to get all 137 boxes
of books, that Rick and Hope Lothrop had
packed, into the truck and transported to
Colorado Springs. I drove to Colorado
Springs with the trailer in tow to meet the

transporter and transfer the boxes of
books to the trailer. On Saturday Morning
we had to unloaded the vehicles from the
transport before we could get to the boxes
as they were in the area above the fifth
wheel and under a rack with a Model T
on it. The clearance above the Model T
was about 4 inches and the distance from
the rack to the top of the boxes was another 4 inches. With the help of HCCA
members who were there we were able to
transfer all the boxes in about 45 minutes,
we had to take several breaks as it was
getting over 90º already. The books are
being inventoried and put into the database, this will take several weeks to get
done.
We were invited to Gene Johnsons
home while in Colorado to pickup additional books and memorabilia from Ed
Johnsons collection that were donated to
the Library. The collection contained 149
items including Books, DVD’s, VHS
Tapes, Photos and other memorabilia.
After we get the inventories into the
database and determine what we have in
the way of duplicates a listing of available items will be in the next newsletter
and listed on the website.
A Special Thanks to:

RSX MOTORSPORTS
Antique & Classic Automobile Transport

Rick & Dana Spohler
351 Vernal Butler Rd.
Cairo, NY 12413
(518) 929-1853
rsx58@yahoo.com

Next Board Meeting
The next Board Meeting will be on
Saturday August 11, 2012 at 9:00
AM at the Library Office: 8186 Center Street Suite F
La Mesa, CA 91942.
WISH LIST
Funds requested to purchase items
needed at the Library:
Funds for Scanning Books
Any automobile literature, periodical, or
automobile related items
New Location for Library — Buy/Share/
Donate
Some of the 137 Boxes of books from the Lothrop Collection in the Library waiting to be inventoried.

Funds to purchase a Folder.

TANGIBLE HISTORY from Page 1
Motor Wagon Company was incorporated in 1895.) It appears in the spirit of
competition, the improvements of existing ideas were being favored over their
invention, at least from a historical perspective. However, if you know where
to look, the credit is given where it is
due. After all, without the Duryea brothers, Henry Ford would not have been the
household name he is today.
Setting aside for a moment the
names that I have previously mentioned,
I have also come across many of the
names that have been all but forgotten
(which are too many to list here), but not
any less important as far as their individual contributions to the auto industry.
More often than not, it was within obituaries that I came across these names and
their contributions, but there is a staggering number that have been overlooked in
the wake of our country’s almost unnaturally speedy industrial progress – with
these many faded (but preserved) relics
that surround me being some of the only
records of them that remain.
Some of their inventions were
miniscule; others were good ideas that
have been improved on over many years.
Some were so revolutionary that they
have yet to be improved on since their
inception. Regardless, all of them were
special contributions made by special
people. Just imagine the scenarios: a
wide-eyed immigrant who brought an
old-world idea with a new twist across
the Atlantic with him, looking to make
his fortune and his mark on the New
World; a frustrated female assembly line
worker during the war effort who, while
trying to streamline her workload for the
day, devised a time-saving new tool and
revolutionized the manufacturing process, or even the southern bootlegger
who figured out how to tweak his jalopy’s engine in order to outrun the local
authorities in the dead of night, unknowingly giving birth to the biggest spectator sport in America today. All hold their
place in the footnotes of automotive history, even if in virtual anonymity.
It’s easy to forget that less than onehundred and twenty years ago, horse
drawn carriages were how we got from
point A to point B (at least on land);
only forty-three years ago we landed on
the moon (where wheeled vehicles have
already been), and today we’re considering a lunar colony. Seeing our progress
in print day in and day out makes it that

much more astounding how far we’ve come
in such a short time, even with necessity
being the Mother of invention. It did not,
however, happen overnight – even though it
might seem that way at times.
The fact that it’s all right here in front
of me (and available to all of you) every day
is still a thrill – tangible history at my fingertips – and all of yours. It’s one of the
great things about working here – the greatest being I now have my own tiny spot in
automotive history as well…I’m one of the
people that will have made it possible for
future generations to reference this material,
ensuring they’ll have history at their fingertips, and will be able to re-discover all the
wonderful things about the automobile and
all the people in history - the inventors, engineers, visionaries and dreamers - that
made the horseless carriage the phenomenon
it is today…and I have to say, I’m actually
pretty proud of that. – Kevin J Parker

COMPLETE SETS OF HCCA’S
GAZETTE & FORD MODEL T
CLUB’S
VINTAGE FORD
FOR SALE.
The HCFI has available for sale complete sets of the above magazines. We
also have many duplicates so if you
need to fill in your collection give us a
call.
Duplicates run 1939-1949 $15.00
1950-1959 $10.00
1960-1969 $ 5.00
1970-1979 $ 3.00
1980 up $ 1.00
The full set of Gazettes through 2010
would be $1200. and the Vintage
Ford through 2008 would be $900.
Please contact “Mac” 619-464-0301 or
research@hcfi.org.
HONORARY LIFE MEMBERS
Philip & Joy Reed
Marian Teague
Jeanne Deringer
Peggie Eccles*
Bill & Loraine Cuthbert
Paul & Dorothy Kettenburg*
Jack* & Gail Garrison
Mr. & Mrs. Ross Bewley
David & Sondra Gast
Donald & Margaret Miller

Gifts In Memory Of:
Edward Johnson,
Charter Life Member HCFI
Past President of HCFI
Gail Garrison
David & Sondra Gast
Marie Judd
San Diego Regional Group, HCCA
Tom Patris, Charter Member HCFI
San Diego Regional Group, HCCA
Joe H. Whitney, Member HCFI
David & Sondra Gast
Marie Judd
Gifts in Kind:
Don Sable
John & Vicki Boyd
Lois Dechant
SDG&E
Rick & Hope Lothrop
Gene Johnson

Cash Donation:
Nick Fintzelberg
Don Sable
San Diego Regional Group, HCCA

New HCF Members:
Mitch Alba, Murphys, CA
Phillip Anderson, Placerville, CA
Karen Bitzer, Bastrop, TX
Dave Clark, Colorado Springs, CO
Jon & Gail Compton, Spring Valley, CA
Neville Digby, Christchurch, NZ
Jim Forshey, Placeville, CA
Rob Heyen, Milford, NR
Noel Gavelle, Foix, FR
Ronald Matson, Staint Johns, MI
Sarah Morgan, Boston, MA
Bobby Roy, Ola, AR
Mike Smith, Collinsville, OK
William Zeh, New Fairfield, CT

LIFE MEMBERS
Dr. Merl* & Joy Ledford
Philip & Joy Reed
Steve & Blanche Gordon
Paul* & Dorothy* Kettenburg
Thomas & Kris Kettenburg
George & Frances Sherman
Jack* & Gail Garrison
Edward* & Jean Johnson
Don & Becky Sable
Nicholas Fintzelberg
Edward Meanley*
Ellen Browning Scripps Foundation
* deceased

*deceased

LIBRARY INFORMATION

From 1942
Production this year:
222,862 passenger cars,
818,662 trucks and buses.
February 9 — All
automobile Companies
halted production of civilian passenger cars.
March 2 — Car Rationing began.
March 3 — Production of Civilian trucks
halted.
In March Buick announced Pratt & Whitney
engine production was
nine month ahead of
schedule, and converted
plants for 30 other was
products.
May 3 — National
speed limit set at 40
m.p.h. to conserve fuel. It
was later cut to 34 m.p.h.
In May the Ford
Willow Run Bomber
Plant opened.

Horseless Carriage Foundation
8186 Center Street, Suite F,
La Mesa, CA 91942
PO Box 369,
La Mesa CA 91944-0369
619-464-0301 Phone/Fax
E-mail research@hcfi.org
Web site www.hcfi.org

HCFI 2011 Board of Directors
President Donald Sable, OK
Vice Pres. Greg Long, CA
Treasurer Thomas Kettenburg, CA
Secretary Gordon McGregor, CA
Public Relations Reid Carroll, CA
Director David Gast, CA
Director Roberta Watkins, CA
Director Gail Garrison, CA
Director Nick Fintzelberg, CA
Additional Volunteers & Consultants

Jay Watkins, Sr.
Boyd Goddard
Diane MacPherson
Gail Wilson
Clyde & Sandy Jurey
Newsletter Editors
“Mac” MacPherson
Established 1984
From

The Horseless Age, January 1, 1917

Horseless Carriage Foundation, Inc.
Automotive Research Library
P.O. Box 369, La Mesa, CA 91944-0369

From: A Chronicle OF THE
Automotive Industry IN
AMERICA, Published 1949.

